AGENDA COVER MEMO
Memorandum Date: September 1, 2020
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TO:

Board of County Commissioners

DEPARTMENT:

Public Works/County Administration

PRESENTED BY:

Dan Hurley, Public Works Director
Mark Nystrom, Lane County Climate Strategist
Josh Proudfoot, Good Company
Aaron Toneys, Good Company

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

DISCUSSION/IN THE MATTER OF PRESENTING THE DRAFT
CLIMATE ACTION PLAN PHASE 1: OPERATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT

I.

MOTION
None. Discussion only.

II.

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
As part of the County’s Climate Action Plan efforts, Lane County contracted with Good
Company to complete a climate action plan (CAP) that encompasses Lane County
operations. The draft recommendations include carbon mitigation actions in the areas of
fleet, facilities, purchasing, waste management, and general administration.

III.

BACKGROUND/IMPLICATIONS OF ACTION
A.

Board Action and Other History
February 4, 2020 – The Board adopted Order & Resolution 20-02-04-04,
establishing a Climate Change Strategy for Lane County. The Resolution included
the following strategies:
Conduct a greenhouse gas emissions inventory and develop an internal plan
(Climate Action Plan – Phase 1) for County operations to establish greenhouse gas
reduction targets and implementation plans to meet County targets.
March 31, 2020—Lane County, Utilities, and Good Company Staff presented a
discussion of developing initiatives related to climate and economic development.
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April 21, 2020—Staff and Good Company presented the draft Lane County
Greenhouse Gas Inventory Fiscal Year 2019 report. This document reported the
greenhouse gas emissions attributed to Lane County and is the foundation for this
meeting’s presentation.
B.

Policy Issues
Policy related to environmental impacts and best practices have, for the most
part, been internal to Lane County as an organization and have been addressed as
administrative functions. Individual divisions have pursued projects independent
of overarching guidance or a specific climate policy. Previous actions have
included best practices such as increasing the recovery of recycling, composting
or energy recovery and replacing fossil fuel use for County fleet through the use
of renewable fuels and electric vehicles.
Order & Resolution 20-02-04-04 will begin to shape County policy more
comprehensively through the development of an internal operations Climate
Action Plan. In April 2020 the important first step of measuring the greenhouse
gas emissions of Lane County’s operations occurred. This data guided the
development of the draft Operations Recommendation Report (Attachment 1).
The next two phases, already in progress, will guide County policy on larger
community-wide resilience and carbon mitigation plans.

C.

Board Goals
It has long been consistent with Board goals that the organization operate in
accordance with environmental best management practices while supporting
economic development. The County's 2018-2021 Strategic Plan included the
following Key Strategic Initiative under the Vibrant Communities Strategic
Priority:
Pursue programs and practices that reduce impacts to and leverage the natural
environment to enhance livability and economic development.
On December 17th, the Board approved the revised 2018-2021 Lane County
Strategic Plan. With this approval, the Board added Key Strategic Initiatives
under the Vibrant Communities priority related to Economic Development and
the Climate Action Plan:
2.a. Invest in a resilient, diverse, and sustainable regional economy.
2.b. Protect and enhance our natural and built environments.
Key Activity Area 2.b.1: Develop and implement a comprehensive Climate Action
Plan for Lane County.
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D.

Financial and/or Resource Considerations
The actions outlined in the CAP will have future financial impacts on the County.
The following is a summary of those actions.
Marginal
Capital/Service
Cost

Action

Marginal Annual
Operating Savings
or Cost

Cost Effectiveness
($/MT CO2e)

Purchase 100% renewable electricity

$0

$15,911

$48

Purchase Carbon Offsets for Natural Gas Use

$0

$17,304

$18

Courthouse Replacement

N/A

N/A

N/A

Electrification of Existing Gas Heating
Systems

N/A

N/A

N/A

$577,316

($23,100)

$431

$0

$0

$0

$634,250

($126,746)

($82)

$2,000,000

($127,232)

($616)

Use of Low-Impact Asphalt

$0

$0

$0

Use of Low-Impact Concrete

$0

$0

$0

$15,130,000

$0

$55

$130,000

$0

$0.40

$0

$0

$0

Re-commissioning Natural Gas Heating
System
Use 100% Renewable Diesel
Procure Additional EVs and Infrastructure
Construct Leachate Pipeline to Avoid Truck
Transport

Construct Anaerobic Digestion System
Increase Landfill Gas Collection Efficiency by
15%
Create telecommuting Option for Staff

E.

Health Implications
One of the principal benefits of reducing local greenhouse gas emissions is the
impact on local air quality. Use of clean fuels, greater use of public transit,
cycling, alternative energy such as solar and wind, technology enhancements to
reduce emissions, higher efficiency vehicles, and reduced energy consumption of
Lane County facilities reduce the consumption of fossil fuels which will have
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positive impacts on community health by reduced particulate emissions.
Broader implications of climate change include predicted impacts on public health
such as death and illness from extreme heat and storms, and indirect impacts from
ecological change, environmental degradation, exacerbation of chronic respiratory
diseases, spread of emergent infectious diseases, food insecurity, and
displacement of populations by the effects of climate change and disasters.
Combining climate action initiatives with economic development efforts has the
potential to create living-wage jobs and a more robust regional economy. High
quality employment opportunities and increased economic resilience are keys to
maintaining a high quality of life in Lane County.
F.

Analysis
The greenhouse gas reduction actions described in the Operations
Recommendation Report include the following:
 Purchase 100% renewable energy
 Purchase carbon offsets for natural gas use*
 Commission further study on options to include Lane County Courthouse
replacement for efficiency and electrification, retro-commissioning of gasfired HVAC equipment in existing facilities, and replacement of natural
gas HVAC equipment with electric in other facilities.
 Purchase 100% renewable diesel*
 Procure additional electrical vehicles*
 Telecommuting options for County staff as their role allows*






Use of low-impact concrete in construction*
Use of low-impact asphalt in construction*
Anaerobic digestion system at Short Mountain Landfill
Leachate pipeline to avoid truck transport*
Increase landfill gas collection efficiency at Short Mountain Landfill*

Actions with an asterisk (*) indicate that the costs of implementation are equal to
or less than voluntary market prices for verified, compliance-grade carbon offsets.
G.

Alternatives/Options
The report is currently in draft form. The Board can give direction to staff to
modify the report or include additional information prior to finalizing.

IV.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends review of the document and Board approval at a future date.

V.

TIMING/IMPLEMENTATION
Staff recently concluded recruitment and selection for the Climate Advisory Committee.
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Staff and Good Company are also conducting a county-wide greenhouse gas inventory.
Staff is also working closely with the community to ensure that an equity focus is used
throughout the process.
VI.

FOLLOW-UP
Staff will bring regular updates on the Internal Operations and County-wide Climate Action
Plans to the Board as staff and consultants complete sections that are ready for review or
adoption.

VII.

ATTACHMENTS
“Draft Climate Action Plan Phase 1: Operations Recommendations Report”
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CLIMATE ACTION PLAN | PHASE 1:
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Lane County completed its first ever greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory in March 2020. The
County used the results to inform the development of this operational climate action plan and
to establish related goals for emission reductions. To develop the plan, County staff, with
support from Good Company identified potential greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) reduction
actions. These actions have the potential to reduce Scope 1 and 21 emissions (except landfill)
by 66% MT CO2e in 2030 – on track for a Net-Zero Emissions by 2050 goal.
Figure 1: Lane County 2019 Emissions, 2030 Business-As-Usual Forecast, 2030 Target (on-track for netzero emissions by 2050), and 2030 Emissions after Climate Actions.

Lane County is committed to implementing the following actions as funding and capacity
allows:
Facilities (natural gas and electricity use)

•
•
•

Purchase 100% Renewable Electricity
Purchase Carbon Offsets for Natural Gas Use*
Commission further study on options to include:
o Lane County Courthouse replacement for electrification and efficiency
o Electrification of Existing Gas Heating Systems
o Re-commissioning Natural Gas Heating Systems

Fleet (owned vehicles)

1

Scope 1: All direct GHG emissions from equipment and facilities owned and/or operated by Lane County. Scope

2: Indirect GHG emissions from purchased electricity. Scope 3: All other indirect emissions sources that result from
Lane County activities but occur from sources owned or controlled by another company or entity.
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•
•
•

Use 100% Renewable Diesel*
Procure Additional Electric Vehicles*
Construct Leachate Pipeline to Avoid Truck Transport*

Supply Chain

•
•

Use of Low-Impact Asphalt (30% reclaimed material substitution) *
Use of Low-Impact Concrete (30% reclaimed material substitution) *

Landfill Emissions

•
•

Construct Anaerobic Digestion System at Short Mountain Landfill to Process Organic
Waste
Increase Landfill Gas Collection Efficiency by 15%*

Other Agency-wide

•

Create Telecommuting and Mode Shift Options for Staff*

Good Company comparedthese actions based on the total cost of ownership (capital and
operational costs) and GHG reduction potential. The actions denoted with an asterisk* were
identified to be least cost when the marginal cost was equal to or less than voluntary market
prices for verified, compliance-grade carbon offsets (at roughly $20 per metric ton of carbon
dioxide equivalent, MT CO2e)2.
Action highlights:

•
•

•

Increasing Landfill Gas Collection Efficiency at Short Mountain Landfill by 15% by 2030:
This action has the second-highest potential to reduce GHG at a very low cost per MT.
All fleet actions are cost neutral or better: Renewable diesel is expected to remain costneutral, while the purchase of additional electric vehicles and the construction of a
leachate pipeline to avoid the significant emission from truck transport both provide
significant savings to operational costs.
Both supply chain actions are cost neutral with significant impact: Changes in material
specifications is expected to remain cost-neutral, providing significant reductions to
scope 31 emissions.

In addition to the action laid out in this plan, the purchase of carbon offsets can be used to
reduce the County’s impact once all direct-action options have been exhausted. While carbon
offsets are an impactful and convenient way to create a net-reduction in operational emissions,
it is important to view this option as secondary to direct climate action.

2

California cap-and-trade market https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/market_info.htm
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2. INTRODUCTION

Our vision is to be recognized as the best county in which to live, work, and play. Climate
change has the potential to affect our county and to make that vision impossible to achieve –
from rising sea levels on the coast to increased fires in the Cascades. In order to address these
challenges and reach our vision we must take action.
The Lane County Internal Operations Climate Action Plan, begun in 2019, outlines our first
steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and help protect the future of our community.
It marks the first milestone in providing an overarching vision for reaching the objectives of the
Board of County Commissioners. The Plan creates a structure for Lane County to lead by
example by setting aggressive greenhouse gas and fossil fuel reduction goals, and identifying
the actions needed to meet those goals.
The Plan focuses on four areas of County operations: facilities, fleet, supply chain, and landfill.
Each area has actions that are analyzed for both the greenhouse gas reduction potential and
the financial impact on Lane County. We are committed to implementing this Plan because it
reflects our mission to responsibly manage available resources to deliver vital, communitycentered services with passion, drive, and focus.
This is only the first step in a process that will engage community members, leaders and
advocates to create a county-wide climate action plan that incorporates not only the steps that
Lane County can take to improve its internal processes, but also steps that community
members, businesses and organizations can take to help address climate change.
Facing the climate crisis and making meaningful local change will require leadership, support,
and commitment from us all and will cement our leadership in addressing such issues.
Heather Buch, Chair

Lane County Board of Commissioners
County Action

In May 2019, the Lane County Board of Commissioners instructed staff to begin developing a
Climate Action Plan. Public Works pulled together a team of staff from across the County
departments to form the Climate Action Team (CAT). This team worked together to develop a
scope of work and a position description for the newly created position of Climate Strategist.
The CAT suggested a multi-phase process in which to approach the creation of greenhouse
gas reduction goals and a climate action plan. This work was formalized in February 2020 when
the Board of Commissioners approved Order 20-02-04-04 which included the following
actions:
1. Conduct a greenhouse gas emissions inventory and develop an internal plan (Climate
Action Plan - Phase 1) for County operations to establish greenhouse gas reduction
targets and implementation plans to meet County targets; and
Lane County Climate Action Plan for Operations
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2. Develop a comprehensive countywide plan (Climate Action Plan – Phase 2) with
community engagement to outline aggressive goals and strategies, aligned in
partnership with city climate actions, to establish countywide community targets and
high priority areas of action; and
3. Develop a resiliency plan (Climate Action Plan – Phase 3) to identify adaptation
strategies to mitigate the risks and impacts of climate change anticipated for Lane
County; and
4. Develop Action Initiatives supporting green jobs, clean energy projects, and climatefriendly industries in Lane County; and
5. Provide open and transparent public communications to monitor and evaluate progress
toward climate action goals; and
6. Establish a Climate Advisory Committee to provide recommendations and advise the
Board of Commissioners on the County's ongoing climate action work.
This document fulfills the first part of Phase 1, developing an internal Climate Action Plan
(CAP), and represents the yearlong collaborative work of the CAT and others. Based on the
information in this plan, the CAT will make recommendations to the Board of Commissioners
on establishing a greenhouse gas reduction target that will represent the ambition of the
Commissioners.
This CAP focuses on County operations, facilities, and employee actions that will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, contribute to the efficiency of County operations, and make sound
financial investments for years to come. The CAP identifies steps needed to reduce
greenhouse gases in the next ten years and beyond.
Measuring Against Our Baseline

The baseline inventory for 2019 attributed an estimated 6,270 MT CO2e of scope 1 and 2
emissionswhen excluding non-operational waste fugitive landfill emissions, and a total of
174,160 MT CO2e when landfill emissions are included. When also including scope 3 emissions
from the supply chain & business travel, employee commute, and upstream energy production,
this total increases by an additional 32,135 MT CO2e. This is an estimated total of 206,295 MT
CO2e for the fiscal year for all direct and indirect activities.
During the past few years Lane County has committed to projects that have reduced
greenhouse gas emissions. The projects implemented thus far have been sound business
decisions in keeping with the prudent use of limited public resources, balanced against
expected environmental outcomes. Best management practices have related to the operation
of County fleet and facilities, solid waste management, and capital projects. Individual divisions
have pursued projects independent of overarching guidance or a specific strategy. This
document is intended to act as guidance for all future county-led efforts.
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3. THE NEED FOR CLIMATE ACTION

Lane County acknowledges the need to take action to mitigate the worst impacts of climate
change in order to protect the livability and quality of life of our community. Staff identified
four key functional areas in which reductions are feasible and necessary – fleet, facilities, supply
chain, and landfill. By focusing in on best practices and strategic investments, Lane County will
demonstrate that organizations can responsibly reduce emissions while making financially
sound decisions. The specific policies, programs, and actions the County will take are
described in Section 6 Climate Commitments.
Climate 101: A Changing Climate in Lane County

Climate change is caused by increased pollution in the air that traps heat in the atmosphere.
Carbon dioxide is the primary of six pollutants responsible for climate change and is released
due to human activity, such as burning of oil, fuel, and natural gas; most electricity generation;
and production of food and goods. We are already observing changes to Oregon’s climate,
including hotter temperatures, drought, wildfire smoke, ocean acidification, and decreased
mountain snowpack. Understanding the areas of greatest risk gives us the opportunity to act
and evolve our economies and social structures.
Northwest Will Be Less Vulnerable Than Much of the U.S. With a Stronger Agricultural
Economy

While the Pacific Northwest can expect a fair amount of changes, effects from climate change
should be milder than the majority of the country.
County-wide

•
•
•
•
•
•

Average summer increase of +10-12°F, winter +3-5°F by 2100
Wildfire surface area increasing by 400-500% by 2040
Reduced stream flow by 40-60% in dry season by 2040 due to reduced snowmelt
Intense precipitation and higher stream flows in wet season (annual precipitation
unchanged)
Changes in disease patterns, potential for new disease
Population changes through climate migration

Coast

•
•

Sea level rise and flooding along the coast and tidal rivers
Ocean acidification impacting wildlife and seafood/aquatic industries

Mountains

•
•

Snowpack in the Cascades nearly gone by 2040
Near total conversion of subalpine forest to other vegetation types by 2080

Happening Now: Water Temperature and Ocean Acidification

Warm and acidic waters put enormous risk on aquatic industries. Carbon dioxide is stored in
oceans and create carbonic acid, impacting shellfish ability to grow. Ocean and river waters will
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be warmer impacting fish and wildlife. Hatcheries in Oregon are already experiencing impacts
from these changes.
Dry Season Water Flows

A reduction in snowfall means that in the summer months our rivers and streams will not have
the same quantities of flowing water from the melting snow – rivers are expected to reduce by
40-60% in summer by 2040. This lower volume of water means pressures on our water supply,
agricultural irrigation, habitat for fish species like salmon and trout, water supply to power
hydroelectric electricity, and water recreation such as boating, fishing and rafting that provide
helpful cooling during heat waves.
Summer Temperatures

Lane County can expect that our summer average temperatures to increase 10-12°F by 2100.
Hotter temperatures will disproportionately affect the health of vulnerable populations,
including the very young, old, and families in poverty. Heat and drought will affect forests,
rivers, and agricultural land.
Regional Wildfire Risk

By 2040, we can anticipate a 400% to 500% increase in the number of acres burned. Beyond
the threat of local fires, Lane County will be exposed to the air quality impacts as surrounding
regions burn.
Wet Season Precipitation – Rainstorms Become More Intense, Snow Becomes Rain

Winter temperatures are expected to increase 3-5°F (1.6-2.8°C) by 2100. There will be a shift
from mixed rain-snow winters all over Oregon to rain. Lane County is primarily rain dominant,
but the winter snow in the Cascades serves as storage for our rivers, streams, and groundwater.
While annual precipitation totals are unlikely to change, rain and storms will be more intense in
the winter season.
Sea Level Rise & Future Flood Risk

Coastal sea levels will rise impacting thousands of community members. Flood risk for Lane
County is focused on areas where coastal rivers and streams will rise due to sea level and
precipitation increases, as well as low-lying areas, inland rivers, and wetlands. Winter
precipitation will shift from snow-rain mix to rain, with no opportunity to store precipitation
causing more flooding in real time.
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4. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS & HOTSPOTS

The Operational Greenhouse Gas Inventory details all scope 1, scope 2, and scope 3 emissions by functional area for Lane County
operations. Over 206,000 MT CO2e are emitted from County operations. Landfill Gas from Short Mountain Landfill account for over
80% of total emissions. For comparison, all other operational emissions (scopes 1 and 2) total less than 6,000 MT CO2e and supply
chain emissions total just under 26,000 MT CO2e. Of the total supply chain emissions, 23% of emissions come from construction
and maintenance of facilities – primarily roads and related infrastructure. See figure 1 for details on emissions and functional areas.
Figure 2: Lane County Operational Greenhouse Gas Emissions Summary Graph
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The actions considered in this assessment are aligned with the headers in figure 1 and bars on Figure 2. Fleet actions are aligned
with Owned Vehicle emissions; Facilities actions are aligned with natural gas and electricity use; and Landfill, Supply Chain, and
Employee Commute are aligned with the corresponding groups of actions.
Figure 3: Hotspots summary of GHG Emissions for Lane County Operations in FY193 .
FY18/19 by functional area
Functional Area

AAO
HHS
LCPW
LCSO
WMD
Totals:

SCOPE 1

SCOPE 2

SCOPE 3

Owned
Vehicles

Natural Gas

Landfill
Emissions

Electricity
(market-based)

Upstream
Energy
Production

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

MT CO2e

65
123
2,017
950
1,548

386
52
425
55
0

43
125
127
45
168,230

74
65
141
12
17

114
57
1,560
424
1,078

570
1,148
540
508
224

4,819
6,806
8,599
3,241
2,446

6,071
8,375
13,409
5,236
173,544

4,703

919

168,230

309

3,233

2,990

25,912

206,295

Employee
Commute

Supply Chain
& Travel

Total Emissions
(Scopes 1 - 3)

For full details, please read the Climate Action Plan Phase 1: Operational Greenhouse Gas Inventory.

Landfill emissions from all County operations are also included in WMD landfill emissions and are not additive. AAO – Administration and All Other; HHS –
Health and Human Services; LCPW – Lane County Public Works (except Waste Management Division); LCSO – Lane County Sheriff’s Office; WMD – Waste
Management Division.

3
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5. STAFF RECOMMENDATION FOR CLIMATE GOALS

The Climate Action Plan Phase 1: Operational Greenhouse Gas Inventory and this Climate
Action Plan for Operations will support Lane County staff and Commissioners in developing a
climate goal. This section describes staff recommendation and the reasoning for climate goals
and how they can be applied to County emissions sources.
Staff Goal Recommendations

Staff recommends the flowing goals and targets for Lane County Internal Operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Scope 1 and 2 (minus Short Mountain) – carbon neutral by 2050.
Scope 1 and 2 fossil fuel use decreased by 50% (compared to 2019 use) by 2030.
Support County staff in reducing commute emissions by 50% by 2050.
Use 30% reclaimed or low-carbon material substitution for asphalt & concrete by 2025.
Develop a purchasing policy that emphasizes low-carbon, equitable purchasing by
2025.
6. Operational GHG inventories every two years (2021, 2023, etc.).
7. Internal Operations Climate Action Plan updates every five years. (2025, 2030, etc.).
Short Mountain Landfill

Short Mountain will need a separate goal. Lane County Waste Management Division is
considering a feasibility study for an anaerobic digestion (AD) system at Short Mountain. An AD
system would divert organics into a digester and capture methane that could be used for either
electrical generation, transportation fuels, or be injected into the existing natural gas system.
The effectiveness and efficiency is unknown at this time. Additionally, Governor’s Executive
Order – 20-04 requires the establishment of aligned rules for regulating landfill methane based
on California law which will place additional requirements from this emissions source. With this
much uncertainty, staff recommend waiting to set a landfill goal until the next proposed
internal operations CAP update. This delay in goal setting will not impact the ongoing efforts
by the Waste Management Division to increase the efficiency of the existing gas capture,
continuing to explore a pipeline for leachate, and creating a feasibility study for an AD system
which are all in alignment with the County’s Solid Waste Management Plan.
Scope 3 Goals

Scope 3 sources of County emissions, those upstream in the County’s supply chain and
employee commute, are not directly controlled by the County. Supply chain represents all the
goods, materials and services that the county buys and discards. This would include things like
pavement, vehicles, electronics, health care services, building materials as well as waste. The
County will have the staff resources and contractual ability to influence some of these sources
more so than others. Because supply chain is such a vast and complex emissions source – staff
recommend two specific goals related to purchasing (see Staff Goal Recommendations 3 and 4
above).
For more background on goal setting, please see Appendix A.
Lane County Climate Action Plan for Operations
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6. CLIMATE COMMITMENTS

The following sections provide details, data, and assumptions for all the actions considered in this analysis. This information was collected in
communication with County staff and drawing on other, related Good Company work. The actions are presented in groups: Facilities, Fleet,
Supply Chain, Landfill, one other, agency-wide action. All action details are available in Figure 4, below. Figure 5 on the next page organizes
actions by savings or cost per MT CO2e mitigated, with savings on the left, cost neutral actions in the middle, and costs on the right. In addition to
these actions, the purchase of carbon offsets can be used to reduce the County’s impact once all direct-action options have been exhausted.
Figure 4: Summary of action assessment findings (note: a number with parentheses (X) indicates a benefit for County savings in cost, fuel, and emissions).
Action
Group

Action
Description

Facilities

Marginal
Capital / Service
Cost

Marginal Annual
Operating Savings
or Cost

2030 Projected
GHG Reduction

Estimated
Cumulative GHG
Reduction

Cost
Effectiveness

Timing of
Implementation

($ / action)

($ / year 1)

(MT CO2e)3

(MT CO2e)3

($ / -1 MT CO2e)

year

$577,316

$10,114

(1,572)

(14,412)

Purchase 100% Renewable Electricity

$0

$15,911

(330)

(3,213)

$

48

2022 - 2030

Purchase Carbon Offsets for Natural Gas Use

$0

$17,304

(982)

(9,556)

$

18

2022 - 2030

(146)

(732)

Courthouse Replacement for Electrification and Efficiency

Cost data is not available

Electrification of Existing Gas Heating Systems

Additional feasibility study required to identify appropriate facilities for action

Re-Commissioning Natural Gas Heating Systems
Fleet
Use 100% Renewable Diesel (assumes cost neutral compared to B5)
$0.10 premium
$0.20 premium

$577,316

($23,100)

(114)

(911)

$2,634,250

-$253,978

(3,385)

(31,829)

$0

$0

(2,709)

$0

$28,383

(2,709)

not available

2025 - 2030

not available

2022 - 2030

$

431

2022 - 2030

(26,372)

$

-

2020 - 2030

(26,372)

$

10

$0

$56,766

(2,709)

(26,372)

$

21

$634,250

($126,746)

(600)

(4,856)

$

(82)

2020 - 2030

$82,500

($6,153)

(25)

(250)

$

84

2020 - 2025

$337,500

($12,305)

(50)

(500)

$

429

$364,250

($78,918)

(380)

(2,663)

$

(71)

$1,715,500

($160,089)

(761)

(5,326)

$

112

$187,500

($41,676)

(194)

(1,943)

$

(118)

$900,000

($83,186)

(389)

(3,887)

$

18

$2,000,000

($127,232)

(77)

(601)

$

(616)

$0

$0

(3,836)

(37,384)

Use of Low-Impact Asphalt (30% reclaimed material substitution)

$0

$0

(3,780)

(36,797)

$

-

2022 - 2030

Use of Low-Impact Concrete (30% reclaimed material substitution)

$0

$0

(56)

(587)

$

-

2022 - 2030

$15,130,000

$0

(76,047)

(614,089)

$15,000,000

cost neutral

(33,582)

(274,369)

$

55

TBD

$130,000

$0

(42,465)

(339,721)

$

0.4

2022 - 2030

(6,455)

$

-

2021 - 2030

Procure Additional Electric Vehicles and Infrastructure (50% of fuel use)
Mid-sized sedan (50% of fuel use)
Mid-sized sedan (100% of vehicles)
SUV (50% of fuel use)
SUV (100% of vehicles)
Pickup Truck (50% of fuel use)
Pickup Truck (100% of vehicles)

Construct Leachate Pipeline to Avoid Truck Transport
Supply Chain

Landfill
Construct Anaerobic Digestion System to Process Organic Waste
Increase Landfill Gas Collection Efficiency by 15%
Other (agency-wide)
Create Telecommuting and Mode Shift Options for Staff
Total for all actions
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$0

(663)

$0

$0

(663)

(6,455)

$18,341,566

-$243,864

(85,504)

(704,170)

2025 - 2030
2025 - 2030
TBD
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Figure 5: Actions with mitigation potential in MT CO2e, in order of cost in $ per MT CO2e mitigated (highest savings on left, highest costs on right).
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FACILITIES CLIMATE ACTIONS

Purchase 100% Renewable Electricity
Existing Conditions: Lane County does not purchase Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) and power
supply is not 100% renewable.
Action Description: Lane County purchases 100% RECs to match electricity consumption via utilities or a
3rd party. Purchasing RECs ensures that 100% of the County’s electricity is from renewable
sources such as wind and solar.
Implementation Timing: This action can be implemented immediately.
Mitigation Potential: 330 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 3,200 MT CO2e for 10 years. Lane County’s retail
electricity purchases are already supplied by low-GHG electricity generation sources such as
hydro and nuclear electricity and therefore mitigation potential for this action is relatively small in
scale.
Known costs or savings: Costs for this action are up to $16,000 per year for a total of $155,000 over a
10-year time period based on an assumed price of $0.001 per kilowatt hour consumed. This
price is common for bulk REC purchases by other local governments in Oregon.
$/MT CO2e: $48 / MT CO2e
Purchase Carbon Offsets for Natural Gas Use
Existing Conditions: Lane County does not purchase carbon offsets for natural gas use.
Action Description: Lane County purchases 100% offsets to match natural gas consumption via
Northwest Natural Gas’s SmartEnergy program or from another voluntary market carbon offset
provider.
Implementation Timing: This action can be implemented immediately.
Mitigation Potential: 980 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 9,500 MT CO2e for 10 years.
Known costs or savings: Up to $18,500 per year for a total of $180,000 for 10 years, based on a
SmartEnergy price of $0.10 per therm consumed. Costs for this action will decrease as related
actions, such as increased energy efficiency or electrification, are implemented.
$/MT CO2e: $18 / MT CO2e
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Courthouse Replacement for Electrification and Efficiency
Existing Conditions: Existing Courthouse building remains.
Action Description: New Courthouse is constructed. The new facility is assumed to have 2.5 times the
square footage but will use 50% less energy than the existing facility. It is further assumed that
the new facility will use 100% electricity and no natural gas. For the purpose of this analysis it is
assumed that the facility will be operational by 2025.
Implementation Timing: Unknown. New facility assumed to be operational in 2025 for this analysis.
Mitigation Potential: 146 MT CO2e in 2030 for a total of 732 MT CO2e between 2025 and 2030. Over a
50-year lifespan, this action will reduce 7,323 MT CO2e.
Known costs or savings: Capital and operating cost data for this action are not readily available.
$/MT CO2e: Not available – additional analysis required.
Electrification of Existing Gas Heating Systems
Existing Conditions: Existing natural gas HVAC equipment remains.
Action Description: Natural gas HVAC equipment is replaced with efficient, electric heat pumps for
space heating and cooling.
Mitigation Potential: Facilities does not have available information from which to calculate the potential.
Many of the County's facilities are heated by large boilers that serve needs at multiple buildings.
These types of systems do not provide least cost opportunities for substitution with ductless
heat pumps. County facilities staff recommends beginning with a facilities assessment similar to
what Solarc produced for the City of Eugene in order to identify opportunities
(https://www.eugene-or.gov/DocumentCenter/View/37360/2017-Green-House-Gas-ReductionAnalysis?bidId=). Facilities noted that the first facility that needs a heating system replacement is
Harris Hall, which might serve as a good pilot project to assess operational feasibility generally
for all of LC's similar facilities.
Implementation Timing: Additional study required. This analysis assumes 1 year for study with an
additional 1 – 3 years for implementation.
Known costs or savings: Capital and operating cost data are facility dependent and therefore difficult to
estimate with available information. Additional study required to determine specific costs and
savings.
$/MT CO2e: Not available – additional facilities feasibility study required.
Re-commissioning Natural Gas Heating Systems
Existing Conditions: Existing HVAC conditions remains.
Action Description: Lane Events Center Fair Grounds, Public Service Building, Jail, Elections, Delta
Highway, Youth Services, and Education Center facilities’ natural gas HVAC systems are recommissioned to create a 5-15% efficiency in natural gas use for heating purposes. Assumed
that re-commissioning will begin in 2021 and continue through 2025. Costs assumed at
$1/square foot.
Implementation Timing: Additional study required. This analysis assumes 1 year for study with an
additional 1 – 3 years for implementation.
Mitigation Potential: A range of 47-140 MT CO2e annually and a cumulative total of 279-838 MT CO2e
for eight years (estimated effective lifetime).
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Known costs or savings: Total capital cost of $575,000 with annual operations savings of $23,000.
Estimates were performed for this analysis with available information, but additional study is
required to determine facility-specific costs and savings.
$/MT CO2e: $431 / MT CO2e. In a similar study for City of Eugene4, this action performed very well.
Mitigation costs were found to be much greater for County facilities than for City of Eugene
facilities. This is because re-commissioning costs are estimated per square foot and savings are
limited to natural gas systems only. City of Eugene facilities that performed best were largely for
public pools that have a large natural gas load with relatedly small area buildings. Similar
opportunities may be available at County facilities, but were not obvious with available
information. Additional study will be required to identify opportunities with the greatest savings
potential.

FLEET CLIMATE ACTIONS

Use 100% Renewable Diesel
Existing Conditions: Lane County currently has about 245 vehicles and pieces of equipment that annually
use over 375,000 gallons of various diesel fuel blends including 6,388 gallons of B5; 321,657
gallons of R20; 3,800 gallons of R50; and 46,009 gallons of R99 during FY19 – totaling 265,755
gallons of fossil diesel.
Action Description: The County will substitute 100% of diesel use with 99% Renewable (R99) diesel. The
R99 will be certified as a low-carbon fuel in Oregon’s Clean Fuels Program.
Implementation Timing: In progress. Scaling to 100% of diesel volume by 2030.

Solarc Energy Group (2017). Facilities Greenhouse Gas Reduction Analysis. Accessed online at
https://www.eugene-or.gov/DocumentCenter/View/37360/2017-Green-House-Gas-Reduction-Analysis?bidId=
4
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Mitigation Potential: 2,700 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 28,900 MT CO2e for 10 years.
Known costs or savings: Current pricing for this fuel is equal to conventional fossil diesel fuel. In Figure

4, cost of carbon reduction has also been calculated assuming a premium of $.10 to $.20 per
gallon to illustrate costs if market prices change in the future.
$/MT CO2e: $0 / MT CO2e (if price is cost neutral); $10 / MT ($0.10 premium); $21 / MT ($0.20 premium)
Procure Additional Electric Vehicles and Infrastructure (to replace 50% of fuel use)
Existing Conditions: The County currently has about 331 vehicles and pieces of equipment that annually
use over 200,000 gallons of gasoline (E10). About 80% of this fuel use is by two vehicle types –
SUV’s (used by the Sherriff’s Office) and Pickup Trucks (used by Public Works). Within SUV’s over
50% of total fuel use is by only 31 of 146 total vehicles. Likewise, 15 pickup trucks out 72 total
pickup trucks consume over 50% of the total fuel use by pickups. The fleet currently includes
three electric mid-sized sedans.
Action Description: This action is assessed for two scenarios; 1) EV substitutions for high use SUV, pickup
trucks, and mid-sized sedans only (i.e. those that use 50% of all fuel use), and 2) 100%
substitution for same vehicle classes, not including non-road vehicles and equipment. The action
also requires installation of charging equipment and related electric infrastructure. Between
2020 and 2030 this analysis assumes the action focus will be to substitute high use gasoline
SUV’s and pickups with electric vehicles as soon as models become commercially available (that
meet operational need), likely between 2025 – 2030. All other County fleet gasoline powered
vehicles will be substituted with electric post 2030 or as soon as vehicle technology achieves
cost parity with conventional combustion vehicles.
Implementation Timing: Mid-sized sedans between 2020 and 2030 and SUVs and pickups between 2025
– 2030.
Mitigation Potential: Mitigation potential is presented by major vehicle types in use by Lane County. Max
potential of 600-1,200 MT CO2e per year, for a total max potential of 4,856-9,713 MT CO2e
through 2030. For details by vehicle class and action scenario see Figure 4.
Known costs or savings: Vehicle purchase marginal costs of approximately $839,500-$4,715,500
dependent on partial (focus on 50% fuel reduction) or full fleet conversion. The marginal cost
assumes a premium on electric vehicles of $10,000 per unit and $2,500 per unit for charging and
infrastructure costs. Annual fuel/energy savings of $126,746-$255,580 become a net savings
over time for partial fleet conversions focusing on SUVs and pickups, but not for a full fleet
conversion. Fuel prices are $2.60 per gallon of gasoline and $0.11 per kilowatt-hour for
electricity. Maintenance costs are assumed to be $0.19 cents less per mile for electric versus
combustion motors.
$/MT CO2e: Weighted average savings of $(39) / MT CO2e savings for SUVs, pickups and mid-sized
sedans. This price is based on costs and emissions reductions associated with high use vehicles
only.
Construct Leachate Pipeline to Avoid Truck Transport
Existing Conditions: Lane County transports leachate from Short Mountain Landfill to Glenwood by
truck, using 8,673 gallons of diesel fuel (calculations assume R20 blend which was the primary
diesel blend for the Waste Management Division in FY19).
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Action Description: Lane County to construct wastewater pipeline extension from Glenwood to Goshen
and Short Mountain Landfill. Mitigation potential calculated based on pipeline being operational
by 2023.
Implementation Timing: Unknown. New facility assumed to be operational between 2022 - 2025 for this
analysis.
Mitigation Potential: 77 MT CO2e of lifecycle emissions in 2030, total of 600 MT CO2e over 8 years.
Known costs or savings: Capital costs estimated at $2 million. Operational electricity use estimates for
pumps is not readily available. Annual fuel savings for this action is approximately 8,000 gallons
of diesel fuel per year, or roughly $24,000 per year. Labor savings is assumed at 1 FTE at a cost
of $100,000 per year.
$/MT CO2e: $(616) / MT CO2e savings

SUPPLY CHAIN CLIMATE ACTIONS

Use of Low-Impact Asphalt (30% reclaimed material substitution)
Existing Conditions: Lane County currently does not currently purchase any asphalt mixes with recycled
content substitutes, but uses primarily warm-mix paving. Warm-mix paving uses less energy and
produces fewer emissions as compared to conventional hot-mix asphalt paving.
Action Description: The County will purchase asphalt mixes with 30% recycled substitutes and all mixes
will be warm-mix. The City of Eugene has been using action with success for well over a decade.
This action is available for implementation immediately.
Implementation Timing: Assumed in this analysis to be 2021 – 2023.
Mitigation Potential: 3,800 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 36,800 MT CO2e over 10 years.
Known costs or savings: Per reporting from City of Eugene public works staff, recycled asphalt substitute
mixes have historically been lower cost or cost competitive compared to conventional asphalt
mixes using 100% virgin binder materials. Therefore, costs for this action are cost neutral.
$/MT CO2e: $0 / MT CO2e
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Use of Low-Impact Concrete (30% reclaimed material substitution)
Existing Conditions: Lane County currently does not purchase any concrete mixes with cement substitute
materials.
Action Description: The County will purchase concrete mixes with 30% blast furnace slag (BFS) as a
substitute for Portland cement. Blast furnace slag is a byproduct of iron production and is readily
available in our region. This action is assumed to be limited to concrete work related to curb,
gutter, driveway, and sidewalk applications. This is available immediately.
Implementation Timing: Assumed in this analysis to be 2021 – 2023.
Mitigation Potential: 56 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 587 MT CO2e for 10 years.
Known costs or savings: Per reporting from City of Eugene public works staff, BFS mixes are lower cost
or cost competitive compared to conventional mixes using 100% Portland cement. Therefore,
costs for this action are cost neutral.
$/MT CO2e: $0 / MT CO2e

LANDFILL CLIMATE ACTIONS

Construct Anaerobic Digestion System at to Process Organic Waste
Existing Conditions: Lane County does not have an anaerobic digester system; nearly all food waste and
yard debris go to Short Mountain Landfill and produces methane. The 2016 Waste Composition
Study reported that food and yard debris accounts for over 20% of total landfilled tons.
Action Description: The County builds a 50,000 ton per year anaerobic digester system to process
organic waste (primarily food waste). Digestion of organic waste produces biomethane, which is
a non-fossil energy source that can be used to substitute fossil fuels in vehicles or for electricity
production. Post digestion materials may be composted, and land applied to increase soil
carbon storage. Mitigation potential and costs are based on the AD system being operational
starting in 2023 – in line with the Solid Waste Management Plan – and having a 30-year facility
lifespan. Note that this action may become necessary to meet future requirements by the State
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of Oregon for Short Mountain Landfill in the coming decade, and may prepare Lane County to
be ahead of the curve.
Implementation Timing: Unknown. New facility assumed to be operational in 2025 for this analysis.
Mitigation Potential: 17,500-35,000 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 137,000-275,000 MT CO2e over 8 years.
Known costs or savings: Capital expenses of $15 million and O&M expenses of $1.5 million per year for
30 years. Potential for unknown O&M savings from avoided waste. Revenue from this system will
be generated from production of biomethane that may be used for vehicle fuels or electricity
production. Production of vehicle fuels will also allow for sale of renewable fuels credits under
Oregon’s Clean Fuels Program and the Federal Renewable Fuel Standard. Finally, sales of post
digestion land amendments may also provide a revenue stream. For the purpose of this analysis,
these sources of avoided revenue are assumed to be equal to the annual facility O&M costs.
$/MT CO2e: $55 / MT CO2e, likely to be much lower when factoring in currently unknown savings and
revenue potential. Savings and revenue potential will depend on facility design; annual
throughput capacity; market values of outputs (biomethane and digestate to salable soil
amendments); and avoided costs at Short Mountain Landfill.
Increase Landfill Gas Collection Efficiency by 15%
Existing Conditions: Lane County has a landfill gas capture system at Short Mountain Landfill with a
collection efficiency of approximately 40%.
Action Description: The County will increase landfill gas collection efficiency by 15% compared to
existing conditions to 55% by 2030. Note that this action may become necessary to meet future
requirements by the State of Oregon for Short Mountain Landfill in the coming decade, and may
prepare Lane County to be ahead of related regulations.
Implementation Timing: Assumed in this analysis to be between 2021 and 2023.
Mitigation Potential: 42,500 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 340,000 MT CO2e over 10 years.
Known costs or savings: Capital costs of $130,000 (including labor).
$/MT CO2e: $0.4 / MT CO2e

AGENCY-WIDE CLIMATE ACTIONS
Create Telecommuting and Mode-shift Options for Staff
Existing Conditions: Lane County staff normally (pre-COVID-19) average working from home 0 days per
week and 83% of trips are by single occupancy vehicles.
Action Description: Policy change, incentives, infrastructure, and/or resources to allow staff to work from
home 2 days per week as roles allow, or shift commute to no- or low-emission travel. Nearly half
of all County staff have roles that do not require work to be performed on-location.
Implementation Timing: Currently implemented due to COVID-19 prevention measures. 1 – 2 years to
develop and implement long-term policy.
Mitigation Potential: 660 MT CO2e in 2030, total of 6,500 MT CO2e for 10 years.
Known costs or savings: None estimated. For the purpose of this analysis we assume a net cost of $0
between the parties involved – Lane County employees and the Lane County government
organization.
$/MT CO2e: $0 / MT CO2e
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7. FORECAST OF EMISSIONS GROWTH AND EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS

The following graphics compare a business-as-usual emissions forecast to a County climate
action forecast for two boundaries of County emissions:
•
•

Scope 1 and Scope 2 (without Short Mountain Landfill)
Total County Emissions (all inventoried sources, Scope 1 through Scope 3)

The blue dotted line in each graphic represents a business-as-usual scenario which is the
County’s measured emissions rates from operations and increases by the population forecast
for Lane County through 2030 (0.9% annually).5 The green line projects County operational
emissions if all actions included in this plan are implemented by 2030.
The Scope 1 and Scope 2 (minus landfill) forecast shows that Lane County would exceed its
goal if all actions are implemented. The actions with the largest benefit include purchase of
renewable diesel, offset of natural gas, and procurement of additional electric vehicles. Note
that procurement of electric vehicles is a cost-saving action, and renewable diesel is cost
neutral.
Figure 6: Scopes 1 and 2 (excluding landfill) business-as-usual forecast (in blue) with 2030 target (in red)
and forecast of 2030 emissions with planned climate action (green).

Portland State University (2015). Lane County Population Forecast, 2015 – 2065. Online at
https://www.pdx.edu/prc/sites/www.pdx.edu.prc/files/Lane_Forecast_Report_201506.pdf
5
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The Total County Emissions graphic shows that County would get very close to the goal, about
10,000 MT CO2e. The actions with the largest benefit are related to Short Mountain Landfill
and include increased landfill gas collection efficiency and development of an anaerobic
digestion facility for pre-landfill treatment of organic wastes.
In addition to these actions, the purchase of carbon offsets can be used to reduce the County’s
impact once all direct-action options have been exhausted. Verified third-party carbon offsets
are currently available for less than $20 per MT CO2e mitigated – an expense of $180,000
(2020 dollars) in 2030 to meet an all-scopes goal if applicable. While carbon offsets are an
impactful and convenient way to create a net-reduction in operational emissions, it is important
to view this option as secondary to direct climate action.
Figure 7: Scopes 1, 2, and 3 business-as-usual forecast (in blue) with 2030 target (in red) and forecast of
2030 emissions with planned climate action (green).
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APPENDIX A: SETTING A CLIMATE TARGET: OPTIONS FOR LANE COUNTY
What is a climate target? Why do we need one?

A climate target informed by current science sets the path for an organization or community to
do their fair share to mitigate climate change and avoid the worst global impacts. A target should
determine the quantity of emissions to be reduced by a target year correlated with keeping
global warming to a maximum of 1ºC, 1.5ºC, or 2ºC (1.8-3.6ºF) to prevent the worst impacts from
climate change. State, federal, and international regulations may also mandate carbon reduction
in the future – by preparing for and setting more aggressive internal targets these policies will
have a smaller impact on county operations in the future.
What are the target options?

•

•

•

Maximum 1ºC warming – carbon neutral by 2035. City of Eugene has chosen this target.
Pros: The track leading to the least disruptive and destructive impacts. Minimizes risk to
both local and global communities. Likely to meet or exceed potential future legislation.
Cons: The most assertive option, likely to require the most investment in the shortest
timeline.
Maximum 1.5ºC warming – carbon neutral by 2050. The Paris Agreement specifies that
signatories aim for this target.
Pros: Middle of the road option for both investment and risk. This option prevents the
worst of the climate change impacts and yet is more flexible on investments and timeline.
Cons: Requires significant updates in policy, practices, and investment in infrastructure.
Maximum 2ºC warming – carbon neutral by 2065. State of Oregon has chosen this target.
Pros: Most generous timeline, least restrictive, and lowest investment.
Cons: This is the “guardrail” maximum specified by the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Keeping this target only works if the global
community commits to the same target.

What emissions should be included?

At minimum, scope 1 and 2 emissions from operations need to be included to ensure Lane
County is doing our part to reduce global emissions. This includes “scope 1” emissions from
burned fuels, natural gas, and operational waste, and “scope 2” emissions from electricity use.
Commonly, “Scope 3” emissions are considered optional, and for Lane County include upstream
supply-chain emissions, fuel and electricity production, and employee commute. Landfill
emissions are technically scope 1, but a product of community activity that the County has less
control over. That said, the landfill emissions are by far the most significant at 82% of emissions,
and there are steps the County could take to reduce emissions. Additionally, State regulation
may be coming in the next decade, effectively setting mandates for emissions reductions. For
those reasons, landfill emissions targets may be best separate.
•

Scopes 1 and 2, excluding landfill: 6,270 MT CO2e
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•
•
•

Landfill scope 1: 168,230 MT CO2e
Scope 3: 32,135 MT CO2e
Total emissions: 206,295 MT CO2e

Special Landfill Considerations

While the landfill is part of scope 1 emissions, careful planning and consideration should be given
to climate target decisions for landfill emissions, knowing that large, long-term capital
improvements and community programming will be required. Landfill emissions make up 82%
of all Lane County GHG emissions. Landfill gas (LFG) is generated as organic materials (e.g. food,
paper, yard waste) in mixed solid waste decompose. While Lane County has operational control
over Short Mountain Landfill, these emissions are the result of community-at-large activity. The
scale of this source of emissions should serve to highlight the importance of related communityat-large climate actions that divert organic materials from the landfill (reducing community food
waste, developing anaerobic digestion systems, at-home composting systems).
Option for additional fossil fuel target

Many organizations choose an additional fossil fuel target to address the most significant aspect
of climate change – the use of fossil fuels. For Lane County, 5,931 MT CO2e of scope 1 and 2
emissions were from fossil fuel sources (owned vehicle fuels, natural gas, and electricity). Options
include reducing a percentage of emissions or reducing source consumption (quantity or % of
therms, kWh, fossil gallons consumed).
What do these options mean for Lane County?

•

•

•

Maximum 1ºC warming – a reduction of 6.7% of 2018 emissions every year until 2035.
o Scope 1 and 2:
§ Non-landfill reduction of 418 MT CO2e per year
§ Landfill reduction of 11,215 MT CO2e per year
o All emissions: reduction of 13,753 MT CO2e per year
Maximum 1.5ºC warming – a reduction of 3.3% of 2018 emissions every year until 2050.
o Scope 1 and 2:
§ Non-landfill reduction of 209 MT CO2e per year
§ Landfill reduction of 5,608 MT CO2e per year
o All emissions: reduction of 6,877 MT CO2e per year
Maximum 2ºC warming – a reduction of 2.2% of 2018 emissions every year until 2065.
o Scope 1 and 2:
§ Non-landfill reduction of 139 MT CO2e per year
§ Landfill reduction of 3,738 MT CO2e per year
o All emissions: reduction of 4,584 MT CO2e per year
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APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF PLANNING PROCESS

Good Company staff met with Lane County’s Public Works Director, Climate Strategist, and
internal Climate Action Team (CAT) first to establish the process of the work and to hear their
early interests. The process has unfolded as listed below.
Completed to date:
May 2019

August 2019

Feb. 2020

March 2020

June 2020

• Board of
Commissioners
instruct staff to
begin
developing a
Climate Action
Plan

• Presentation to
the Board of
Commissioners
“Approach for
Developing a
Climate Action
Plan”

• Board of
Commissioners
passes an
Order to
establish the
Climate
Change
Strategy

• Presentation to
the Board of
Commissioners
“Developing
Action
Initiatives
Related to
Climate and
Economic
Development”

• Presentation to
the Board of
Commissioners
“Approving the
Bylaws and
Application
Form for
Establishing
the Lane
County Climate
Advisory
Committee”

August 2020

Sep. 2020

Oct. 2020

Nov. 2020

Dec. 2021

• Presentation to
the Board of
Commissions
on Climate
Action Plan for
Operations

• Presentation to
the Board of
Commissioners
on the
appointment of
members to
the Climate
Advisory
Committee

• Climate
Advisory
Committee
begins meeting
• Carbon
Reduction
goal(s) are set

• Phase Two and
Three of the
Climate
Change
Strategy Begin

• County-wide
Climate Action
Plan (Phase
Two and Three)
Complete

Future Plans:

Greenhouse Gas Inventory

To get the baseline for the work, Good Company worked with County staff to collect data and
reach key personnel for information that would support the inventory. We presented results to
the CAT and to the Board of Commissioners.
Kickoff Meetings with Staff

For this phase, we held four short one-hour conference calls to present and review Best
Practices and Best Management Practices and recorded the brainstorm of actions that could be
taken to reduce emissions and helped prioritize key actions to scale and consider for
commitments later. This included the following groups:
•
•
•
•

Fleet
Facilities
Purchasing
Waste Management
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Additional Agency-wide Actions

Public Works Director Dan Hurley suggested additional actions that have agency-wide impacts.
Input from Climate Action Team

Through interviews and calls, the Climate Action Team added other actions that they
determined important.
Assessment and Comparison of Potential Actions

Good Company scaled the mitigation potential of each action to see what actions have the
greatest benefit and roughly how much would it cost to mitigate these emissions through
changes in County operations.
Development of the Climate Action Plan for Operations

The draft plan with actions scaled and characterized was presented to the CAT for discussion
and final selection of action commitments.
Development of Climate Goals

Lane County’s Climate Strategist developed goal recommendations to be reviewed by the
Board of County Commissioners.
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